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Research on robots is one of the topics that have been actively studied before. In particular, as interest in factory 
automation increases recently, studies for performing factory automation using robots are being actively 
conducted. At the present time, however, since robots cannot replace all the tasks performed by humans in the 
factory, there are various studies to allow robots to perform simple tasks and to automate complex tasks through 
human or human-robot collaboration. In order to carry out these studies, it is most important to pay attention to 
safety. In the case of a simple task performed by a robot, it is authorized to consider only industrial safety, but in 
the case of a complex task performed by a robot and a human, human safety must also be considered. The types of 
processes performed in actual factories are very diverse, and the safety rules to be observed also vary according to 
these processes. In this paper, we only focused on the packing process from these various processes to help 
humans and safely work when the robot performs bin packing with humans. In general, when the robot performs 
bin packing, the robot performs packing to fill the empty space of the target box as much as possible without 
concern about the weight of the object. Suppose that an operator needs to move the target box after the bin packing 
process is finished. In this case, if the center of gravity of the target box is greatly biased when the operator moves 
the target box, the operator has no choice but to move the target box in an unbalanced state. In this state, the 
operator can be fall or injured when losing their balance. In this paper, a load-balanced bin packing system is 
developed through reinforcement learning to solve this problem. To test this system in the real world, the time and 
installation costs for hardware are high. So, we need to verify these developments in simulation first. If the 
simulation environment is configured, it is easy to develop a more general and flexible system through deep 
reinforcement learning. In this paper, The system through reinforcement learning is also verified by applying it to 
the real environment. 
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Fig. 1 Load-balanced bin packing process 
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